Reay Primary Curriculum Map Year 6

Literacy

Au 1

Au 2

Sp 1

Sp 2

Su 1

Su 2

Holes

WW1/WW2

WW2

The Aztecs

The Abbasids

The Shang
Dynasty

WW1- Private Peaceful

Description of Battle for
Britain,
Rousing War speeches,
Newspaper reports using
propaganda
Propaganda Posters
War time recipes
-Newspaper articles about
bombing in Kennington
Park
- Recount of the murder of
Robert Zehbe
- Poem to commemorate
the collapse of the
Kennington Park Public
Shelter

The Abbasids Dynasty –
discursive texts- non-Arab
Muslims were considered
to be second class
citizens and paid higher
taxes and fewer rightsdiscuss

Holes- landscape and
uses of Texas, desert/
Big Sur- tourist
information, health and
safety leaflets, Geography
study
Description of life in the
desert for the boys.
Letters home, letters of
complaint about the food/
work etc
Instructions for digging a
hole or staying out of
trouble
Characterisations of
Stanley, Zero etc
Racism in the camp.
Percentage of black
youths in detention

Geography link- choosing
contrasting location,
tourist brochures,
information posters
Leaver’s Performance
Drama
Play Scripts
Letter Writing

- Recruitment speeches
- Letter home from the font
line
- Poetry- gas attack
(based on Dulce et
Decorum Est)
- POV- retell the tale of
storming the German
trench
- Playscript- spotting an
army aeroplane
- Letter to MP asking for a
posthumous pardon for
Charlie Peaceful

The Aztecs
Diary Entries- Spanish
conquistadors/ Aztec
villagers
Formal letters- letter to
the King requesting
permission to sail to the
New World
Recipes for Aztecs hot
chocolate
Instructions- how to
remove a human heart
Report- the city of
Tenochtitlan

Baghdad’s Markets-food
and diet
Islamic Warriors- adverts
for weaponry
SATs
Information writing about
the early Islamic world
Science link- explanation
texts about evolution

Recount of the Gold Rush

The Shang Dynastywriting on cattle bones
and tortoise shells, the
rules for the kingdom
Lady Fu Hao - importance
of her role and respect for
women. How did her
followers feel on the way
to her grave- poetry
Offerings to Shang Ti –
descriptions of sacrifices
Explorers in the tombsletters to persuade Shang
Ti to let them enter the
tomb, adverts to sell rice/
millet
Shang Chou torturediscursive texts, news
reports
Adventure stories as a
nomadic warrior

Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Multiplication and division
Factors, multiples,
squares and primes

Order of operations
Fractions
Ratio and Proportion
Measurement:
Area and Volume

Algebra
Decimals
Percentages
Geometry

Measurement: converting
units
Statistics
Shape

SATS:
Consolidation

Science

Light –
Investigate how light
appears to travel in
straight lines and how it
gets to the eye.
Reflected light.
Shadows

Electricity How voltage effects
brightness of lamp or
volume of buzzer.
Circuit diagrams.

Living Things and their
Habitats – classification in
broad groups, describing
common characteristics,
including micro-organisms

History

A significant turning point
in British history,
e.g. Blitz- desctruction of
London

Evolution and Inheritance
– How fossils provide
evidence of living things
that came before.
How offspring look
different to their parents.
How animals and plants
have adapted to their
environment – evolution.
A significant turning point
in British history,
e.g. colonization of the
Americas

Sex and relationship
education

A significant turning point
in British history,
Battle of the Somme

Animals including
Humans – The circulatory
system.
The impact of diet,
exercise and drugs on the
human body.
How nutrients are
transported through the
body.
A non European society
that provides contrasts
with British history-early
Aztec civilization

Holes- landscape and
uses of Texas, desert/
Big Sur- tourist
information, health and
safety leaflets, Geography
study
Description of life in the
desert

Understand geographical
similarities and
differences through the
study of human and
physical geography of a
region of the United
Kingdom, a region in a
European country, and a
region within North or
South America

Tenses: future plans

Tenses: future plans

Mathematics

Pals Battalions

A non European society
that provides contrasts
with British history-early
Islamic civilization
including a study of
Baghdad AD 900

Conscientious objectors
and their place in history

Geography

Human geography
Location of trenches and
conditions therein
How trenches were
affected by continental
climate

Spanish

Expressing opinions
Hobbies, sports, clothing,
school timetable (recap of
vocab)

Locate the world’s
countries, using maps to
focus on Europe (including
the location
of Russia) and North and
South America
concentrating on their
environmental regions,
key physical and human
characteristics, countries,
and major cities- Link with
the war
Local area- how London
was rebuilt after the war

Human geography,
including: types of
settlement and land use,
economic
activity including trade
links, and the distribution
of natural resource
including energy, food,
minerals
and water

Expressing opinions
Hobbies, sports, clothing,
school timetable (recap of
vocab

Holidays
Directions

Human geography,
including: types of
settlement and land use,
economic
activity including trade
links, and the distribution
of natural resource
including energy, food,
minerals
and water

Holidays
Directions

Consolidation: whole
class project

The achievements of the
earliest civilizations
–an overview of where
and when the
first civilizations appeared
and a depth study of one
of the following- The
Shang Dynasty of Ancient
China

R.E.
P.E.
Art
D.T.
Music
ICT

Judaism- unit 3
Jewish life

Judaism- Unit 4
Passover - how and why
the Jews were persecuted

Islam
Unit 7
The journey of a lifetime

Islam
Unit 8
The Ummah

Buddhism
Unit 3
The Sangha

Transition Unit
RulesWho decides ?

Swimming
Tennis

Swimming
Netball

Gymnastics
Moving Matters

Badminton
Moving Matters

Athletics
Moving Matters

Cricket
Moving Matters

Print Making- Propaganda
Posters

Henry Moore underground
shelter- charcoal

Aztec Head dresses
Diego Rivera inspired
murals

Abasid pattern designs

Georgia O’Keefe inspired
desert landscapes using
pastels

Chinese calligraphy

3d trench models

Making underground
Shelters

Making pyramids

Abasid inspired pottery
using pattern designs

Clay skulls

Props and set designs for
end of year show

In Harmony- one to one
tuition

In Harmony- one to one
tuition

In Harmony- one to one
tuition

In Harmony- one to one
tuition

In Harmony- one to one
tuition

Leavers production

Scratch- programming a
game based on Private
Peaceful

Using online resources
such as Bombsite to map
the effect of the Blitz.
Use Google maps to
identify key points where
significant events
happened.

Creating drama using
Green Screen app

Scratch- computer games
based on tomb explorers.
Computer networksinternet.
[programming microchips]

Presenting using Prezi

Using The internet safely
(e-safety

